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SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES FOR THE MEETING OF THE WOOL INDUSTRY EDP USERS
GROUP HELD ON MONDAY THE 2nd OF DECEMBER 2013
SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES

1. Currency Code for Japanese Yen
The handbook incorrectly listed the currency symbol for the Japanese Yen, an update will be made
removing the currency codes and a link will be inserted referencing the CBA code list for the next
handbook release.

2. FTP Script Updates
The FTP DNS and IP addresses had become out of date as some network changes had been made,
the IP address information for the Talman and AWTA networks will be removed and the Talman
DNS information will be updated for the next handbook release.

3. EDI Catalogues / Sale Basis
A request from NASC was made to WIEDPUG to undertake a review to determine if there was a
deficiency in the standards in regards to transmitting post sale charges.
A working group has been formed to look at the standards in regards to being able to transmit post
sale charges and will report back at the next meeting.

4. EDI Catalogues
Issues are arising with people transferring catalogues outside of the EDI network due to the
limitation imposed on the validation rules around the sale rosters for the AC document.
A working group will look at the issue of being able to transmit a public catalogue without it being
validated against a network sale roster and report back at the next meeting.

5. EDI Network Performance
An enquiry was made as to which body looks at EDI network compliance issues. It was noted that
there are relevant bodies within the wool industry for dispute resolution and where appropriate
WIEDPUG will respond to any issues brought forward.
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6. Next Handbook Release Date
The next handbook release will depend on whether any field changes are required for the resolution
coming from the working groups, there will be a meeting early in 2014 to decide on the next
handbook release.

7. Other Business
Handbook Review
An enquiry was made regarding the need for a full review of the handbook in regards to its current
content and structure with certain sections needing to be removed as they are now redundant. This
would be a significant undertaking and the work would need to be scoped and possibly a tender
made for a party to quote for the review to be completed as this was outside the normal WIEDPUG
handbook update scope.
The view of WIEDPUG is that its members could handle any reviews necessary. It was noted that
any members requesting updates should document and present them to WIEDPUG for
consideration, once the updates had been presented a proposal for completing the work by
WIEDPUG members could be discussed.
New Catalogue Section
Arising from the recent NASC meeting a request has been made to add a new catalogue section
code ‘RISK’. This could have catalogue page printing issues but may be a simple clarification as the
code has already been used in transmissions for the last 12 months.
A working group will meet and review the implications of adding a ‘RISK’ code to the catalogue
section codes and report back at the next meeting.
Catalogue Symbols
A catalogue symbols update will be issued in the next few weeks with a new symbol for
Fundraiser/Charity bales being added. The data dictionary does not list the codes only referencing
the source of the codes so no update to the handbook will be needed.

8. Next Meeting
The next meeting will be determined early in 2014 depending upon the status of the issues being
looked at by the working groups.
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